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Canoe & Kayak Stainless
Steel Wheels
By Pete Townend

The Canoe & Kayak stainless steel wheels are great.
These pictures show just how easy it is to move a kayak to the water
without any heavy lifting.
The stainless steel wheels have a stand that allows them to sit beside
the kayak unaided. You simply lift one end of the kayak over the wheels,
pop it on and do up the clips. By positioning the wheels in the centre of
the kayak, all the weight is on the trolley and not your arms. You pull the
kayak along on the easy rolling wheels. I push the kayak into the tide
until it is floating, then un-clip the wheels and simply fold down the wheel
assembly to stow them in the hatch. I do the reverse on return and then
wheel the kayak home again. Surprisingly there is enough buoyancy in
the tyres so that the whole assembly floats.
I have used these wheels over many years with fully laden kayaks and
on all sorts of surfaces. They have only been rinsed off occasionally, and
because they are constructed of good quality stainless steel and with no
bearings to clog up, they are still as new. These trolleys are proudly made
in New Zealand.
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New Tahe Marine models available before Christmas

Demo kayaks available to test paddle, then talk to your retailer
about what colour combinations are available - Full specs - www.tahemarine.com
Greenland T’s, Reval’s and Reval Midi’s AVAILABLE IN STORE NOW

5.85 meter ‘Wind’, test paddle now as demo available - December Delivery

WIND 585 - Very fast, tonnes of storage, stable and given its length turns amazingly well. Ask someone who has paddled one.
Length: 585 cm - Width: 54 cm - Carbon/aramide Weight: 24-26 kg - Retractable skeg+rudder

Reval Mini - one of the most playful sea kayaks made - AVAILABLE NOW

REVAL MINI LC - Like the popular Reval but smaller making this model even more playful and particularly suitable for the smaller paddler who wants good speed with little effort.
Length: 490 cm - Width: 54 cm - Capacity: Approx. 120 kg - Carbon/aramide Weight: 21-23 kg - Retractable skeg only
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4 only Wind Solo’s at once only special price $3,490 - December Delivery
$700

Save
WIND SOLO - Innovative, fast and stable cruising sea kayak with low V shaped hull for both speed and manoeuvrability.
Length: 505 cm - Width: 54 cm - Carbon/aramide Weight: 22-24 kg - Retractable skeg and rudder
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2 only Seaspirit’s at once only special price $3,290 - December Delivery
$700

Save
SEASPIRIT - Very stable, very manoeuvrable and suitable for beginner paddlers. Enjoy the benefits of carbon aramide construction in a
stable touring kayak. Length: 520 cm - Width: 56 cm - Carbon/aramide Weight: 22-24 kg - Retractable skeg and rudder

DISTRIBUTORS DEMO SALE - One only - Zegul 550 and Coastspirit
0.00

$3,49

ZEGUL 550 - Zegul is Tahe Marine’s up market performance brand.
Full retail would be over $5000.00. Carbon Aramide, red with black hull. Usual minor
scratches of a demo kayak but otherwise in great condition. Available for viewing at Canoe
and Kayak Manukau. Length: 550cm - Width: 54cm - Weight: carbon/aramide 24–26kg
Retractable skeg+rudder. Something special at a demo price $3,490.00
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Plastic Coastspirit, Red. Been in the water twice. Basically new.
Length: 503 cm - Width: 56 cm - Weight: 26-28 kg - Rudder only 3-layer polyethylene. This is a fast kayak for a fitness paddler wanting touring
features or a sea kayaker willing to lose some stability to gain speed.
Usual Tahe Marine high quality finish. Given quality you will not get better
value than this. $1800.00.

Available at leading kayak retailers and distributed by Great Stuff Ltd. - For additional information, or your closest retailer, email greatstuffltd@xtra.co.nz
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